CREATED BY YOUR IMAGINATION.
CRAFTED BY TNR VIEWS.

uPVC windows and doors

A DIFFERENT
VIEW OF
LIFE

Home or office, you desire everything to be designed according
to your dream plan – down to the last detail. Unfortunately
though, up till now, there wasn’t much that could be done
when it came to doors and windows. But now, all that’s going
to change, thanks to TNR Views!
TNR Views brings your ideas to life, by helping you find
that perfect window or door, and in turn, add that muchneeded personalised touch. Whatever the dream shape
of your building, rest assured our range of products will
complement it. After all, a great view deserves the best.
TNR Views. See life in a different view.

THE SHAPE
OF THINGS TO
COME

Tired of seeing the same old boring windows and doors?
If yes, then TNR Views is for you! Our products are made
using uPVC, unlike conventional windows and doors that use
aluminum and wood. In other words – it’s perfect for those
yearning unique, eco-friendly, and customisable designs with
unmatched durability.
With TNR Views, the possibilities are as vast as your imagination!

LOOKS GOOD.
WORKS GREAT!
TNR Views-made windows and doors don’t
just stop at looking great. They have a lot more
benefits that make them the perfect choice for
your home or office.
Designed to be different
The window is the heart of a building. Make yours one that everyone
falls in love with! Our architecturally-superior uPVC windows and
doors come in a wide range of shapes, sizes and designs, which
meet all the objective principles of graphic designing that make them
impeccable by nature:
• Symmetry and balance
• Unity and emphasis of lines
• Form and area

A life full of colour
Our products come in a wide variety of colours, patterns, and finishes,
ensuring that whatever the colour of the room, you’ll find something
that goes great with it. So go ahead, start playing matchmaker!

Summers just got a lot cooler!
While our uPVC windows and doors are made in accordance with
the highest technological standards, their inherent properties offer
superior insulation values. Our uPVC profiles utilise a state-of-theart multi-chambers technology, which prevents the outflow of cold
air through windows. Hence, unlike aluminum and wood, they help
in complete cooling when an air conditioner is running. In addition,
they also provide better heat insulation that further ensures good
cooling. In a nutshell – cool air-conditioned air remains inside during
the summers, while warm air is trapped during the winters.
The advantages of optimal insulation:
• Natural living comfort
• Optimum energy utilisation

Quality that you can see
In line with international standards, profiles supplied
by VEKA undergo a strict quality test. The profiles
are subject to continuous internal and external
controls. Only after undergoing this stringent quality
measure do the profiles get a seal of approval by
TNR Views. Our products are tested and certified for:
• Rain proofing: Our products are sealed against beating rain and
the intrusion of water. The profiles can be installed in up to 100m
high buildings.

Safe and no sound
We understand that safety and security are your primary concerns.
That’s why we have formulated construction guidelines to design our
high quality windows and doors to protect against burglaries and fires.
Our uPVC products have steel reinforcement in sash and frame that
maintain high security standards. For increased security, our products
can be ordered with special fittings, security glass with foil in the
middle, and additional locking devices.
Another important advantage of our products is sound, or rather,
the lack of it. Because, whether it’s quality family time or an office
meeting, nobody likes unwanted noise ruin important moments. The
reason why, our products’ uPVC profiles have innately good sound
isolation properties. Coupled with a special glass, they serve as highly
effective noise insulators.

High durability. Low maintenance.
uPVC is inherently a low maintenance material, and TNR Views’
expertise ensures stability of profiles, expert fabrication, and accurate
installation. Together, you get windows and doors that last a lifetime,
with perfect functionality and practically zero maintenance costs.
Their weatherproof nature and attractive designs & colors eliminate
the need for painting, adding to their low maintenance. TNR Views’
uPVC products have ultimate durability, as they have flush surfaces
that are hygienic and easy to clean.

• Wind resistance: It’s the measurement of air that can go through
(in a defined timeline) the sash and frame, at different air pressures.
Our windows are approved for installation heights of 8m, 20m
and 100m.
• Corner weld strength: This is the measurement for the stability of
frame construction. The profiles utilise multi-chamber technology,
and are built for high forces/weights.
• Our uPVC profiles, supplied by the world leader – VEKA,
are the perfect choice for nature lovers; being completely
environmentally friendly.

WIDE RANGE.
LOTS MORE POSSIBILITIES.

REGULAR SERIES
CONTEMPORARY STYLE WINDOWS
& DOORS

Horizontal Sliding Windows & Doors:

Casement Windows & Doors:

Fixed Windows:

• 2 Track 2 Sash Windows & Doors
• 3 Track 3 Sash Windows & Doors
• Optional Fly Mesh

• Side-hung Single Sash Windows & Doors
• French Windows & Doors
• Top-hung Windows

• Picture Windows

PREMIUM SERIES

Wood Finish Laminate Options

CONTEMPORARY STYLE WINDOWS
& DOORS

• Light Oak

• Horizontal Sliding Windows & Doors
• Casement Windows & Doors
• Fixed Windows

Creative Style Special Windows
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vertical Sliding Windows
Arch-, Triangle-, Round- or Special-shaped Windows
Pivot or Reversible Windows
Bottom-hung Lever-operated Windows
Tilt and Turn Windows
Bay Windows with 90, 120 or 135 Degree Angles
Crank-operated Awning Windows

PREMIUM+ SERIES
INNOVATIVE STYLE SPECIAL DOORS

• Dark Oak
• Mahogany
Note: Color and wood finish laminate
options only available in Premium and
Premium+ series.

HARDWARE FITTING
OPTIONS
We use world-class hardware for
better and longer performance.
• Designed to suit a wide range of
fitting and locking mechanisms
• Decorative handles possible
• Single or multiple locking mechanisms
• Fly screen track

•
•
•
•

Lift and Slide Doors
Slide and Fold Patio Doors
Tilt and Slide Doors
SL 90 System for Big Height Sliding Doors

Color Options
•
•
•
•

Light Grey
Dark Grey
Brown
Green

• Heavy duty 3-way adjustable hinges
• Heavy duty rollers for sliding systems
• Letter inserts, covers, etc.

Glazing/Glass
Possibilities
• Single, Double & Triple Glazing Glass
• Decorative Georgian Lattice
• Clear, Tinted or Bevel-edge Glass

IDEATION TO
INSTALLATION, WE’RE
WITH YOU THROUGHOUT
A window can meet your requirements of
functionality, safety and design, only when it is
planned, constructed, and installed professionally
and with immaculate precision, as that of a
craftsman. TNR Views helps you every step of
the way, right from idea inception to selection
to installation. Our employees have undergone
expert professional training to install our products
flawlessly.

SO WHO CAN USE TNR VIEWS?

For more information and/or to find a local
fabricator, visit www.tnrindustries.co.in

FEATURES AT A GLANCE

In short, practically everybody! Our windows and doors are
suitable for use in residential developments, commercial
buildings, corporate houses, schools, factories, showrooms and
hotels. They provide a great alternative to conventional casement
systems. The compliance of products from TNR Views to various
performance-specific criteria make them an ideal first choice in
the current construction market.

• Multiple chamber system design enhances heat and sound
insulation properties
• Our windows are capable of accommodating glass of varied
thickness, through the use of different-sized glazing beads,
provided by VEKA
• Profile section and thickness are designed to minimise
fabrication wastage and reduce window cost
• Galvanised steel reinforcement gives optimum stability to the
system
• The main profile wall thickness is fully-compliant with the
technical specifications set forth in European standard
EN12608
• Color foil lamination processes can be applied to the profile
systems to satisfy the aesthetical needs for color-coordinated
windows

BEAUTIFUL
COLOURS
OUTSIDE.
GREEN
INSIDE.

WHY
TNR VIEWS

TNR Views is committed to provide world-class uPVC windows
& doors to its customers, which are not just safe, but also great
performing. Our entire range of products uses VEKA profiles that
are infused with a special Tropical Mix in their profiles to suit
the Indian climate. Apart from this, all our products are also
lead-free and comply with worldwide norms such as the AAMA
(American Norms), EN (European Norms), BS (British Standards),
DIN (German Norms), and LEED (Leadership in Energy Efficiency
and Design). When you buy a product from TNR Views, you
can be assured that they meet the highest of SHGC standards
specified by the IGBC (Indian Green Building Council).

• We have South India’s largest, fully-integrated uPVC windows
& doors manufacturing plant, equipped with automated
cutting-edge German machinery
• With an installed capacity of 240 windows/shift, we have
the capability to efficiently and swiftly handle the largest of
project requirements
• We have tied-up with the world-leading German uPVC
profiles manufacturer – VEKA, to produce products for both
market segments – Retail/Premium & Projects
• We have tied-up with the leading world-class glass
manufacturer, Saint-Gobain, to give you windows and doors
with high performance and longevity
• We have also tied-up with Pulse and Roto, the leading
hardware manufacturers, for better and longer performing
windows and doors
• We are known as the name that’s redefining quality & service,
when it comes to uPVC windows & doors

ABOUT
THE TNR GROUP
The TNR Group is currently the fastest growing infrastructure conglomerate, with
a presence in Hyderabad and Bangalore. It was established in the year 1999 with
a primary focus on quality and delivery through professional execution.
Through sheer hard work and commitment that continues to inspire its dedicated
employees, competent engineers, and experienced workforce, and a single-minded focus of building quality homes consistently for its discerning clientele, the
TNR Group has become a sough after name in the Hyderabad real estate market.
Globally-aware clients sought more as development in the IT sector, and the
economic liberalisation, turned South India into a corporate destination. Customers started looking for quality, greenery spaces, modern designs, and amenities
in their addresses. This led to the TNR venturing into the construction field, to
provide clients constructions with distinct personalities and of the highest
standards.
Having witnessed immense success in the field of construction, TNR evolved its
business to become the TNR Group, with the prospective business verticals of
Construction, Housing, Ready Mix Concrete, and uPVC windows and doors made
with state-of-the-art German technology.
The TNR Group’s success story began by focusing on consistent performance,
providing superior quality services, and delivering on time to its customers.
To know more, get in touch with us by calling us on (040) 24037442, or mailing
us at info@tnrindustries.co.in

Our Partners:

TNR Industries Pvt. Ltd.
Plot No. 220, Road No. 9, Vasavi Colony, Near Ashtalakshmi Temple, Dilsukhnagar, Hyderabad – 500 035.
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